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CHRONICLES of
an
AFICIONADA
MEET STANDOUT DESIGNER KENDALL CONRAD, ANNOUNCED
ROSEWOOD MIRAMAR BEACH’S FIRST-EVER PLACEMAKER
by ALEXANDRA LEE

A

ficionada (noun): “A woman who is very knowledgeable
about an activity, subject, or pastime. A connoisseur,
expert, specialist, cognoscente, an enthusiast.” This
Spanish expression represents the epitome of jewelry and
leather goods designer Kendall Conrad’s brand ethos,
though the word doubles back as a perfect descriptor of
the mastermind herself. With an eclectic eye for design
and distinctive vision in accessory craftsmanship, perhaps
Kendall’s most powerful characteristic is simply existing
as a self-proclaimed Santa Barbara girl. Recently named
Rosewood Miramar Beach’s inaugural PlaceMaker, the
designer demonstrates an unmatched relationship to both
the resort and its surrounding locale, with an entrepreneurial
spirit celebrating the effortless polish of Santa Barbara.

at her family house during the conference. One glance at
Kendall’s exquisite attention to detail is evidential of a past in
the presence of legendary creative minds.

Inspired by a rich Spanish heritage, Kendall’s designs have
always exhibited a romantic flair, with a nod to the authentic
costumery of the señoritas and toreros. “My father was
a bullfighter in Spain before I was born—I was always
dazzled by the costumes and the pageantry of the bullfight.”
Taking note of every detail from the tassels on epaulets and
the abanico hair combs of the señoritas, Kendall subtly
incorporates these elements in her designs with a Californiacool take. “Seeing all these things as a young child, every year,
left a huge stylistic impression on me,” she explains. Flamenco
charms and fan-shaped gold earrings, along with brilliant
Kendall Conrad and Rosewood Miramar Beach, simply put, tangerine and fuschia handbags, echo hues of artist Kees van
go way back. Childhood memories dotted with poolside Dongen’s impressionist paintings. Comb Kendall Conrad’s
summers and tennis lessons (every Thursday with Hilbert Lee) online store and you’ll stumble across jewelry “families,”
are indicative of Kendall’s family ties to the hotel. In the ‘70s compiled of cohesive shapes and textures that each tell a story
her parents founded the Santa Barbara Writers Conference, from the designer’s personal history. Take the Marrakech
a week-long “think-tank” of intense workshops which, family—inspired by travels to Morocco in 2019, this line of
unironically, were hosted locally at the Miramar every first necklaces, bangles, rings, and earrings harnesses the strong
week of June. “Writers from all over the world would come— and sculptural energy of the nomadic Berber tribes.
my dad was friends with all of them,” she says. Amongst these
so-called friends were the likes of Ray Bradbury and Joan Kendall Conrad’s growth from an exclusively handbag line
Didion, who, as Kendall nonchalantly recalls, would lodge into a collection of whimsical jewelry and functional leather
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goods, in the designer’s words, just made
sense. “I had been making custom hardware
for our bags—custom rings, custom bells,
custom hooks—and it naturally turned
into making jewelry,” Kendall says. Taking
baby steps, leather cuffs and handbags
grew into belts, wallets, and sandals. “We
expanded the products that we sold, and it
made for a much more dynamic store.” How
does Kendall characterize the aesthetic of
her handbags? Simple: “Sexy utility—
it’s always got a function.” Explore her
distinctive honeycomb-textured Playera
or signature gathered bags, and you’ll
understand why. As for her jewelry, it’s
“sculptural, natural form, organic, shapely.”
An abundance of unique textures and shapes,
from large flat hoops and oblique bangles
to spearhead-shaped rings, guarantee a
never-ending selection of styles fit for every
aficionada.

of Kendall’s brand. By taking advantage of
scrap metals—“You just remelt it!”—she
has eliminated all traces of environmentallyharmful nickel from her product range.
As technology in producing functional
mushroom-based vegan leather is on the
horizon, Kendall is on the lookout for
completely plant-based alternatives. Until
then, she’s sourcing real leather as ethically
as possible.

Everything “Kendall Conrad” returns
back to the concept of the aficionada.
Appropriately the title of her blog, Kendall
continuously creates spaces to uplift
and highlight the voices of empowering
women who breathe life into her products.
Who are the aficionadas? “Women that I
really admire, that are doing something
interesting.” How did she find them? “Well…
they found me.” Launched four years ago as
a passion project, the blog has transformed
Rare to expect from a luxury fashion brand, from a place to profile customers wearing
Kendall remains devoted to caring for both Kendall Conrad to an inspiration hub for
the earth and local communities, exclusively celebrating individuality, leadership, and
using leather as a by-product of the food passion. “People that have never been to
industry while employing craftspeople the site before can understand it completely
based in California. “I'm working with when they visit the Aficionadas profile.” It’s
people from every country on the globe, less so a blog, and more an insight into the
and we're all in LA. They're wonderful, complete aura of Kendall Conrad—who, by
talented craftspeople.” Admitting she’s herself, exemplifies the previously defined
always hated waste, producing local and connoisseur and enthusiast that we all hope
using recycled materials are steadfast pillars exists behind the label on our handbags. *
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“WHO ARE THE
AFICIONADAS?
‘WOMEN THAT I
REALLY ADMIRE,
THAT ARE DOING
SOMETHING
INTERESTING.’”
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